
(Editor’s note: The following article in the ongoing
“Saltwater Classics” series was written by Guest
Columnist Tom Clayton.)

n the late 1930s and early 1940s two friends and
neighbors living in Wollaston, Massachusetts
would get together and travel to Moosehead Lake
in Maine to fish for landlocked salmon. Their names

were Lew Enholm and John Gamsby. They tried trolling
many different kinds of lures in the lake over the years
but found one lure in particular to be extremely effective;
that lure was an Allcock Silver Minnow. As all fishermen
know, as soon as you find something that works, the
company that makes it goes out of business, or the prod-
uct is discontinued. Well, that is what happened to Lew
and John, the Silver Minnow was no longer being
imported into the country, and it was becoming very
hard to find. 

Upset that they did not have a lure with the fish-
catching ability of the Silver Minnow, Lew, being an
engineer by trade, decided to make a die [mold] and
reproduce the lure out of plastic. The lure came out so
well that the two men decided to start a company that
would manufacture and market the lure. Before they
could though, World War II had broken out, and their
plans for the company were put on hold.

After the war ended, both men started looking for a
place to produce Lew’s lure. They found a building in
Wollaston, Massachusetts, on Woodbine Street. Lew had
a few names chosen for his new creation, but finally
decided on the name, “Fishmaster.” The company was
then named the Fishmaster Sporting Goods Co.; Lew
was at the helm, and John became the manager.

In 1945 the Fishmaster Company began producing its
first lures, available in one size [three inches] and two
colors [silver & gold]. It also made a “trolling keel” for
the lure which was sold separately. A short time later,
Lew added another larger model to the product line –
four inches long and in the same two colors, silver &
gold. The first lures were made with a center strip of alu-
minum foil for the silver model and of gold leaf for the
gold model. Later on, the Monsanto Chemical Co. which
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manufactured the plastic sheets that were used to form
the Fishmaster came out with a new product for the cen-
ter pieces. It had silver flecks imbedded in it for the sil-
ver Fishmaster and gold flecks for the gold Fishmaster.
This made the lure building process easier and sped up
production.

Fishmaster, With Monsanto Center Strip

The company also experimented with various colors
by changing the center strip and by other means, such as
dying and sprinkling small pieces of colored plastic on
the lure bodies. These lures never made it into produc-
tion and were only used for the company’s own experi-
mentation. They found that the gold and silver
Fishmasters were the most productive, and so that is all
they manufactured.

During the next year they made and sold hundreds
and hundreds of Fishmasters all over the country, but the
demand and sales volume was never there because it
was strictly a trolling lure. Both models were very hard
to cast with either spinning or conventional tackle and
could only be fished effectively when trolled from a boat.

With the sales volume leveling off, Lew and John
decided they had to come up with some new lures or
products to keep the company profitable. With the boom
in saltwater [surf] fishing after the war, and with the com-
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pany being near the heart of New England’s fledging striped
bass fishery, they decided to manufacture striper lures.

At the same time they were gearing up to produce striper
lures, fisherman, tackle shop owner, and lure-maker Jerry
Sylvester of Pt. Judith, Rhode Island, approached them to
manufacture his “Jerry’s Flaptail,” for him. A deal was final-
ized, and production soon followed. Another one of Jerry’s
lures, the “Jerry’s Jointed,” was also put into the company’s
product line a short time later.

Fishmaster employee, Ralph Bryant of Abington,
Massachusetts, was in charge of production of the saltwater
lures at the company. He designed the other three striped
bass lures that the company would produce – the
“Heavyweight,” “Bass Aqua,” and “Popper.”

The two swimmers came with a monel lip that could be
adjusted [bent] to control the plug’s action and swimming
depth. All three lures were produced with hook clips to hold
the 7/0 extra heavy, double Mustad hooks close to the body
until a fish was hooked. The thru-body hook pins would then
let the hooks rotate a full 360 degrees. The purpose of this was
to not allow a big bass to get leverage against the plug and
straighten out a hook or tear free, a great innovation at the
time! The “Heavyweight” was also produced in a “Tarpon
Model” with 8/0 Pflueger Sobly hooks. Some of the earlier
catalogs only list each of the lures being made in three colors,
but later catalogs list up to six; and I am sure, as with most
other companies, special order colors were also available.

Here are the specifications of the lures, from one of the
catalogs: 

Philip Morris & Co. [ 1948 Catalog ]

“Jerry’s Flap tail”
Length: 9 1⁄2 in.
Weight: 3-1⁄4 oz’s 
Hooks: 5/0 Heavy Mustad 
Colors: Blue Mullet, Pike Finish, Green Mullet, 
and Red & White 

Fishmaster [ Jerry Sylvester, Flaptail ]

Fishmaster [ Jerry Sylvester, Flaptail 

Fishmaster [ Jerry Sylvester, Flaptail ] 

Fishmaster [ Jerry Sylvester, Flaptail ] 
“Jerry’s Jointed”
Length: 7 3/8 in.
Weight: 2-1⁄2 oz’s
Hooks: 5/0 Mustad Trebles
Colors: Blue Mullet, Pike Finish, Green Mullet, and
Red & White

Fishmaster [ Jerry's Jointed ] Photo Courtesy Of Bob Macejka 

“Bass Aqua”
Length: 6 3/4 in.
Weight: 3- 3⁄4 oz’s
Hooks: 7/0 Extra Heavy Double Mustad Hooks
Colors: Blue Mullet, Pike Finish, Green Mullet,
Red & White, Silver Streak, and Black
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Fishmaster [ Bass - Aqua ]

Fishmaster [ Bass - Aqua ]

Fishmaster [ Bass - Aqua ]
“Popper” 
Length: 7 in.
Weight: 3-3⁄4 oz’s
Hooks: 7/0 Extra Heavy Double Mustad Hooks
Colors: Squid Red, Black, Pink Streak, and Silver Streak

Fishmaster [ Popper ] Photo Courtesy Of Bob Macejka

“Heavyweight”
Length: 8 in.
Weight: 3- 3 ⁄4 oz’s
Hooks: 7/0 Extra Heavy Double Mustad Hooks
Colors: Blue Mullet, Pike Finish, Green Mullet, Red &
White, Silver Streak, and Black

Fishmaster [ Heavyweight ]

“Heavyweight” [Tarpon]
Length: 8 in.
Weight: 3-3/4 oz’s
Hooks: 8/0 Pflueger Sobly

Colors: Same As The Heavyweight

Fishmaster [ Heavyweight, Tarpon Special ] 
Photo Courtesy Of Marty McGovern

“Ollie” H.P. Rodman, one of the premiere outdoor
writers of the time, wrote many newspaper and maga-
zine articles on striped bass fishing and was the author
of several books. Rodman, who was an accomplished
striper fisherman and a leader in striped bass conserva-
tion, endorsed Fishmaster Lures. Contrary to popular
belief though, he did not help in the design of any of the
lures. They were already designed and were being man-
ufactured when he came on board at the Fishmaster Co.
as a field tester.

With its new line of saltwater lures now on the mar-
ket, The Fishmaster Company’s sales increased slightly,
but this sales surge was short-lived. The new striper
lures never really caught on, and soon the company was
facing financial difficulty again. John Gamsby left the
company at this time. Lew kept the company afloat for a
few more years, finally selling it around 1950. 

With the new owners taking over, the company
moved to Norfolk Downs, Massachusetts. The manager
in charge of operations at this time was Frank Harkins.
The company continued making all the Fishmaster mod-
els, even adding a few colors to the plastic lure line. Also,
the new owners started to include the trolling keel with
every lure. The white Fishmaster boxes with the
Wollaston address were used until they ran out. Then a
new box made of plain brown cardboard with taped cor-
ners was introduced; the address on the box now read:
Fishmaster Company, Quincy 71, Mass.
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Fishmaster Rigged With Trolling Keel

The Fishmaster Company finally closed its doors for
good sometime around 1955 after being in business for
approximately 10 years. During those years the compa-
ny’s influence contributed greatly to the freshwater lure
making industry in this country. But this company will
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This Is The Earliest Box, It Was Plain Brown And Stamped,
J. & H. "WIG-LIT", On The End

J. & H. Tackle, Pre-Public Sale Article By Earl Banner

John took the plugs on the road with him, selling
them up and down the Cape from Provincetown to Plum
Island. Fishermen started to have great success with his
lure, especially at the 1948 Martha’s Vineyard Striped
Bass Derby. John also gave some lures to various sports-
writer friends. They reported having success with his
new lure, and demand for the “Wig-Lit” grew. 

Hal Lyman, a friend and writer for Saltwater
Sportsman Magazine, suggested that John should run an
ad for the “Wig-Lit” in the magazine. While creating the
ad, John realized that he needed a marketing slogan for
the Wig-Lit, and he decided on the following phrase:

“It’s The Action That Brings Satisfaction”
Gamsby then had new boxes made at this time to

carry the new slogan . The new boxes read:

John and Howard’s
“Wig-Lit”
“It’s the Action that brings Satisfaction”
J. & H. Tackle Co. 259 Hobart St. Wollaston, Mass.

J. & H. Tackle Co. [ Advertisement ]

John and Howard, also, wanted to include a paper
with brief history about the “Wig-Lit” in every box. John
had a friend and fishing partner named Earl Banner who
wrote the fishing column for the Boston Globe. Earl
offered to write a story for the paperwork and traveled
to Martha’s Vineyard. Once there, Earl went to the Art-
Cliff Diner, a great gathering place for fishermen during
the derbies, etc. Owners Art Silva and Cliff Luce were
also childhood friends of John’s, growing up on Martha’s
Vineyard. This is where Earl put together the informa-
tion for “ The Story Of The Wig-Lit….”

be best remembered for the saltwater lures it manufac-
tured. It was truly one of the great forces behind the surf
fishing revolution which swept the country after World
War II, an event that is remembered as “The Golden Age
Of Surf Fishing.”

John Gamsby

John Gamsby left the Fishmaster Company and went
to work for a jobber, selling fishing tackle to many of the
sporting goods shops in Massachusetts. John had a cus-
tomer in Wrentham, Massachusetts, named Howard
Ladig who ran a small sports shop with a woodworking
business in the back. The two men soon became friends
and often talked about the manufacturing of lures. John
had an idea for a plug he wanted to make. The plug was
to be a jointed, metal lipped, swimmer, with the joint
coming approximately 2/3 down the lure body, leaving
a 1/3 tail section. John and Howard made several test
models and took them over to the freshwater pond near
Howard’s shop where they checked the swimming
action. John found that a rear single hook bucktail gave
the lure its greatest action of all the hook configurations
tried. Both men soon realized they had a fantastic striper
lure on their hands. Howard said that he could turn out
the plug bodies and paint them if John could assemble
them. John agreed and said he could assemble the lures
in his attic at home.

In late 1947 the J. & H. Tackle Co. was born, with
Howard making the plug bodies, painting them, and
also putting together the plain brown cardboard boxes
that the lures would come in. These boxes were only
end-labeled: J. & H. “Wig-Lit.” John would then take
them home to Wollaston, Massachusetts and put them
together in his attic at 259 Hobart St. 

J. & H., "Wig-Lit" This Is A Very Early Model, [ Proto Type ]
Notice The Treble Hook In The Tail.

J. & H., "Wig-Lit"
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J. & H., [ Paperwork ] Photo Courtesy Of Roy Curley

After the ad came out in the magazine, J. & H. Tackle
Co. received quite a few orders for the “Wig-Lit,” and
business became quite brisk. John and Howard also
added two more lures to their product line – a straight,
metal lipped, swimmer, that was named the “Wob-Lit”
and a popper that was named the “Pop-Lit.” They also
added a small baseball bat [billy club] called the “Bop-
Lit” for controlling those pesky bluefish and other
species before de-hooking.

J. & H., "Wob-Lit" Photo Courtesy Of Adam Romagna

During the years from 1948-1952 sales of the “Wig-
Lit” increased, but the other lures never caught on.
Howard was very busy with his tackle shop and regular
woodworking business. His time was very limited and
he didn’t like to make so many models. These were a few
of the factors that led to the end of J. & H. Tackle Co.

"Company Letterhead"

Gamsby's, "Wig-Lit"

Gamsby's, "Wig-Lit"

Original Testimonial By “Wes Jenny”, Used In Gamsby Paperwork

Original Testimonial By “Gardner Marsh”, Used In Gamsby
Paperwork

Gamsby's, "Wig-Lit" Paperwork
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John convinced Howard to make the “Wig-Lit” just
for him and preceded to have new “Gamsby Boxes and
Paperwork” made. The Wig-Lits body style was also
changed slightly giving it a more rounded appearance. It
would be produced in two colors: silver-blue & white
and pinkish-red & white. Sales of the “Wig-Lit”
increased to a point where the two-man operation could
no longer keep up with the growing number of orders,
and John decided to shut down the production of the
‘Wig-lit” in 1955.

Soon after John stopped making Wig-lit’s, he moved
to Hingham, Mass. where he went to work as a salesman
for Boston Camping in Boston. John lost track of Howard
and the two men had no further contact. Howard Ladig
went on to make “Howard’s Jet Plugs,” but that’s anoth-
er story for another day.

Wig-Lit’s were produced for a total of approximately
7 years, 4 years under the J. & H. name and 3 years under
the Gamsby name. The ‘Wob-Lit” and “Pop-Lit” were
only manufactured for a very short time, under the J. &
H. name.

The lures are highly sought after by collectors, and
most feel Gamsby’s boxes are one of the nicest saltwater
boxes ever produced. 

John Gamsby With A 32# Striped Bass, Caught On A Wig-Lit 
From "The Gam" June 1949 In Duxbury Bay, Mass.

John Gamsby's Boat, "The Gam" Sketched From Memory 
One Night At John's Kitchen Table, By Jimmy Shea
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23rd ANNUAL

OCEAN COUNTY

DECOY & GUNNING SHOW

Date: September 24 & 25, 2005

Time: 7:00am - 5:00pm

Admission: FREE

Where: Tuckerton, NJ Rain or Shine

VISIT ALL THREE TUCKERTON LOCATIONS 

Tip Seaman County Park, Lakeside Drive & Route 9
Tuckerton Seaport, Route 9

Pinelands Regional High School, Nugentown Road

FOR FREE SHUTTLE BUS PARKING, PARK AT: 

Pinelands Regional Junior High School 
Pinelands Regional High School 

Tuckerton Seaport  � Freedom Fields County Park

A CAMPGROUND, HOTEL AND MOTEL LIST IS 
AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

HOME OF SKILLED CRAFTSMEN 
IN THE BARNEGAT BAY TRADITION

STATE OF NEW JERSEY 
DUCK CALLING CHAMPIONSHIP

SPONSORED BY:
Ocean County Board of Chosen Freeholders

John C. Bartlett, Jr., Chairman of Parks & Recreation

John P. Kelly, James F. Lacey, 

Gerry P. Little & Joseph H. Vicari

Ocean Couty Department of Parks & Recreation

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL: 609 971-3085

OCEAN COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PARKS & RECREATION

http:/www.co.ocean.nj.us/Parks/Default.htm
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